FAMMED 215
PRIMARY CARE DEFINED:
PERSPECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

FALL 2021 (1 UNIT)
THURSDAYS
12:15-1:15PM
ALWAY M112

COURSE SCHEDULE

9/23  INTRODUCTION TO PRIMARY CARE & PROCEDURES
9/30  ABSCESS INCISION & DRAINAGE
10/7  INTRAUTERINE DEVICE INSERTIONS
10/14 TOENAIL REMOVAL
10/21 SHAVE BIOPSIES
10/28 ANKLE WRAPPING
11/4  NO CLASS
11/11 SHOULDER & KNEE INJECTIONS
11/18 BEYOND PROCEDURES: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A PRIMARY CARE CLINICIAN

HANDS-ON PROCEDURAL WORKSHOPS
Gain early, in-person experience in common primary care procedures led by experienced primary care physicians from a variety of fields and backgrounds.

PERSPECTIVES FROM LEADERS IN PRIMARY CARE
Learn insights from primary care leaders on topics, such as lifestyle, scope of practice, and career opportunities.

NETWORKING & MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES
Connect with faculty and residents across pediatrics, family medicine, and internal medicine and fellow medical students interested in primary care.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT US:
TEACHING ASSISTANTS  CYRUS BUCKMAN, MS2  CBUCKMAN@STANFORD.EDU
                  DAVIS CHHOA, MS2  DCHHOA@STANFORD.EDU
                  NADINE JAWAD, MS2  NKJAWAD@STANFORD.EDU
                  BEN MAINES, MS2  BAMAINES@STANFORD.EDU
EDUCATION OPERATORS MANAGER  STEVE CHOY  STEVECHOY@STANFORD.EDU
FACULTY LEADS  DR. TAMARA MONTACUTE  DR. ERIKA SCHILLINGER  DR. TRACY RYDEL